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Dungeon of dragon knight wiki

A heavily clad knight crosses the city, the people of the city with fear in their eyes. He hears the screams in the middle of the city and rushes towards the source. One man, the governor, just executed another man for strangling before him; the eyes of anger burn behind his intimidated helmet. He leaps and attacks the governor; He takes the man on his neck and the abs are
spreading, and when he launches into the air, he turns to the wings, he calls the wind, then throws the man downwards, as he falls his last maw vision of the ancient dragon. He lands on his companion, then he leaves. On top of a Misty Mountain, a group of refugees are described as men before them, the elf, the battle of the Blue Dragon that has destroyed their city. He has
lunges and spews of massive lightning bolts, out of dragon's eyes; The slavery child lands his enemy at his feet. He waves his hand, which he commands to protect the villagers. Shields them with his body at the last ditch attempt, leaving lightning from the fallen enemy, fired straight to the knighthood. He falls, and for a moment the Dragon sees victory. The knight goes up slowly.
Renewed by attack, he instructs his subject to merge with himself; Among the hordes of demons is a warrior and his trusted friend, the wounded Silver Dragon. He spins his Lance around, hitting several of his enemies, to little benefit, and as his last ditch attempt fired an ice wave across him, killing a few of them; then commanding his dragon to brutally attack the remaining
demons. Their destruction gives them a little revenge, pulls out his axe, takes a deep breath, soars into the sky with his trusted while, then jumps toward what appears to be a certain torment. As he descends, the earth shakes and his enemies fall to the ground. He rises up and looks at the army charging them; He looks at his friend once again, smiling. Many dragon envoys do not
deserve to rule over dragons, and fewer can still accomplish such a feat, but those most become dragon knights, an ancient order who once devoted his life to protecting dragon eggs. These warriors would put their lives down in exchange for dragons to watch out for their race. Sometimes wyrmling the endowment these knights see and then devote their lives to protecting
someone they owe their chances in life to, but with a reduced number of dragons, this order simply faded into history. Sometimes a mortal may become a dragon knight by raising a dragon, although many have found ways to slavery the dragon to its ends. Neither good nor bad prevents a dragon knight from taking form, all it takes is endowment. The Magic of Hembiosis Dragons
have power that even they are aware of. A dragon knight knows the ancient arts needed in artificial aging and power extraction, forging the spirit's connection to the dragon, whether willing or forced, creating a symbiotic relationship between the two, although the knight tends to last longer than he gives in terms of power. Those who act in favor of dragons can benefit their
companion to a great degree, performing tasks that would be impossible by themselves alone. Naturally charismatic, dragon knights, although usually feared, are called after fulfilling tasks that even the army can perform, and be known as the Great Savior, or Villain; rare is not known for dragon knights all over the earth. Their courage is limitless, their power magnificent, and their
leadership awe-inspiring. Create dragon knights when you create your own Dragon Knight, ask yourself a few questions: How do you become a Dragon Knight? Do you have a master or do you learn? Maybe you captured your dragon and slavery him as a wirming, you can, instead, find an abandoned dragon egg, and decide to take care of it, bond with the dragon along the way.
Fast build you can make dragon knights quickly by following these suggestions. First, choose between power or Dexterity to your highest score, depending on the type of weapon and style combat you're going to adopt, followed by charisma. The Constitution is a good ability of the third option, to ensure a high number of hit points. Second, choose the knight background. Third,
select the explorer package, combat weapon and shield, electronic scale armor, and 5 javelins. Dragon Rider by Julian Wicik features the class as the Dragon Knight you acquire the following class features. Hit the dice stats: 1d8 per level dragon knight hit points in level 1: 8 + constitutional modifier hit points in higher levels: 1d8 (or 5) + change the constitution in dragon knight
level after 1st armored profession: all armored, shield weapon: simple weapons, weapon tools: no savings: constitution, charisma skills : Choosing two from Arcana, animal handling, athletics, surveys, intimidation, nature, perception, performance, or survival equipment you start with the following equipment, in addition to the equipment granted by your background: Dragon Sense
level 1, you can use your action to focus your awareness on the area around you. By spending an uninterrupted minute in focus (as if you're concentrating on a spell), you can sense whether there's any creature with dragon type within 3 miles of you. This feature does not reveal the number of beings, only their general direction. Dragon Companion starting in Level 1, you gain a
dragon companion. It is friendly with you and your entourage and will listen to your orders in the best possible way. Age your dragon magically, growing in strength and size as you gain levels in this class. View Hit the details game in the Create Your Dragon section below. In combat, Dragon shares your initiative, taking your turn immediately after yours. Dragon can move and use
in itself, but the only action it takes in turn is dodge action, unless you use your action to command it to be an act described in your stat block. In order to command your dragon, you need to be able to communicate with it. If you are powerless, absent or unable to give commands, your dragon acts on its own. When you turn attack action, you can choose to forget your attacks to
command dragons instead of attacks. You have this choice for each attack. Dragons you can use the same natural weapon more than once in each of your turns, no matter the number of attacks you can take. Dragon Knights can connect telepathy with your dragon, up to 100 feet range. In addition, you can read, write and talk in draconics. If you already know this language, your
dragon will learn one of the languages you know. Fighting style in Level 2, you adopt a certain style of combat as your specialty. Choose one of the options below. You can't take a style fighting option more than once, even if you choose later again. Archery will earn you +2 bonuses to attack your roll with range weapons. Defending while you're wearing armor, you gain rewards +1
to AC. Duel when you're using melee weapons in one hand and no other weapons, you gain +2 bonuses to roll damage with those weapons. Fight big weapons when you roll 1 or 2 die in harm's way to attack you with a melee weapon that you use two hands, you can reroll death and must use a new result, even if the new roll is 1 or 2. Weapons must have two hands or all-tasked
property for you to get this profit. Protection when an existing one you can see target attacks other than you that are within 5 feet of you, you can use your reaction to impose a disadvantage on the attack roll. You have to use a shield, two fighting weapons when you are involved in fighting two weapons, you can add your ability change to damage the second attack. Unarmed
Combat (UA) unarmed strikes you can deal bludgeoning damage equal to your 1d6+ power change. If you hit with two hands free, the d6 becomes d8. Once you successfully start to buckle, you can tackle 1d4 bludgeoning damage to the buckle inventory. Until the buckle ends, you can also deal this damage to the inventory whenever you hit it with a melee attack. The direction of
the Lord in Level 2 improves his command over his dragon companion. Whenever you hit an existing 5 feet of your dragon with an attack, you can command him to attack using his reaction. In addition, whenever the creature is out of your dragon range, you can use your reaction and instruct him to carry out an opportunity attack. Dragon Lord in Level 3 you choose the type of
Dragon Lord you must become. Choosing blood Dragon Killer, or Dragon, details at the end of the class description. Lord you choose donations you feature in level 3 and again in the 7th, 10th, 15th, and 18th. The ability to improve the score when you reach level 4, and again in levels 8, 12th, 16th, and 19th, you can increase a score of your chosen ability 2, or you can increase
your two selection ability scores by 1. Naturally, you can't increase the ability score above 20 when using this feature. Starting at Level 5, you can attack twice, rather than once, whenever you turn attack action. Dragon Heart begins in Level 6, you become resistant to the type of damage related to your dragon, as shown in the Dragon Type table in creating your dragon section. If
you are already resistant to that type of damage, you can be immune to it. Bellow is afraid when you reach Level 9, as an action, you may let out the scary roar that rivals those of dragons. Any hostile creature within 60 feet of you must succeed in throwing wisdom saving against DC equals your 8+ takeover bonus + reclaim your charisma, or become afraid of you for a minute. At
the end of each of its turns, it's the turn of a creepy creature they might throw another wisdom save, ending the effect on a success. You can use this feature several times equal to the charisma modifier (at least once). After spending all your use, you can't do it again, until you complete a long break. After a successful save, an existing one is immune to this feature for 24 hours. Art
Knight when you reach level 11, your dragon is strong enough to become a mountain, and now you can really be considered a knight. Whenever you ride your dragon and decide to use the rules for mountain control. Your dragon initiative changes to match yours when you ride it. It moves as you direct it, and it has only three action options: Dash, Disengage and Dodge. Your
dragon can move and act in the same turn as you ride it. All other rules apply to the mounted fight. While mounted, you have an advantage in rolling attack against any unmounted creatures smaller than your dragon. Also, you can add half of your takar modifier as a bonus to your attack and damage roll, when making weapon attacks while riding your dragon. In addition, if your
dragon is targeted by attack, you can force an attack on you instead of targeting. Starting in the 13th level, you will share part of the dragon's famous longevity. You no longer suffer from the effects of aging, and you age at a slower rate. For every 20 years that passes, your body is only 1 year old, and you're immune to magic. Fortiode Draconic is thrown at the 13th level when you
give power or constitutional savings, you can give yourself an advantage to check it out. When you are using this feature, you can use it again until you complete a short or long break. Dragon Attack starting in 14th level, you can allow your bonus action Use your extras While making attacks, your dragon can move without provoking opportunity attacks. You can use this feature
once, you won't be able to use it again until you complete a short or long break. Legendary resistance in level 17, if you or your dragon defeat the launcher save, you can choose to succeed instead. Both you and your dragon have a legendary resistance use. Once you and your dragon have used this feature, you can't do it again until you complete the long break. Dracone
simulation on the twentieth level, you would be able to polymorphize into the dragon-like hybrid creature. As a bonus act, you can reveal two of the following Dracone traits: claws, scales, wings or tails. You keep revealing traits until you change to hide them or change for two other adjectives, with a bonus action. You can die attacks with your natural weapons as part of your
attacking action, using your dragon damage for its average size. Any dracone traits applied to dragon claws, scales, wings or tails also apply to their manifestation of them. You will be granted the following benefits: claws. Your fingernails turn into claws, claws are light weapons that you're working with. Scale. The growth scale on your body, increase your AC 2. Wings. The wings
germinate from your back. You gain equal flying motion with your dragon flying speed. Tail. You grow a powerful dragon tail you can attack with your tail as part of your attacking action. Dragon Lords Dragon Knight ruled his dragon in very unique ways. Typically categorized by their relationship with their subject matter, they are each able to channel dragon spirit in powerful ways.
The Lord's Blood has mixed his blood with his dragon, granting them a deeper connection with the dragon and allowing them to assume some of their attributes. Many witches can trace their lined up to an ancient blood lord dragon knight. Blood strength at level 3, The Lord of Blood acquires enhanced strength, gaining 6 more hit points. Every time you level past this, you gain 2
additional hit points. Fired Draconic starting at Level 7, you are able to use your Dragon Breath Attack as an act. Death recharges itself equally from one of your dragons, but the charging rate is separate from your dragon. The dragon scale when you reach level 10, you start the scale growing over your back and arms that match your dragon. Your AC rises 1 and you gain
resistance to your damage type associated with your dragon. Flying in the 15th level of your connection with your dragon allows you to sprout the dragon wings from your back. Activating your wings requires a bonus action. Your flight speed is equal to your dragon's flight speed, but you can only fly for 1 hour before retreating your wings for 10 minutes. Dragon Fury in level 18 you
may use action to integrate your dragon spirit with yourself for 1 minute. While merging, you are powered by elemental firecrackers, and all your attacks gain additional damage 2d10 Type your dragon damage, you gain an extra attack when you take action attack, and you ignore resistance and immunity to melee and range weapon attacks. While in this form, you gain temporary
hit points equal to half the number of your dragons from hit points. If your temporary hit points are reduced to 0, fusion ends and your dragon reduces to half your maximum kick points. You can choose to end this fusion on its own, with an action. When you go back, the Dragons have a number of equal hit points with doubles of temporary health points remaining. You can use this
feature once, and regain the ability to do so after completing a long break. The dragon killer is not a born dragon killer, it is made. Slayers are forcibly controlling the magic of their subject to make them abilities specifically crafted to desolate dragons. There is only one dragon fear creature, and it is the Dragon Killer. Killer fuel in level 3, you learn spell absorbing elements. You can
cast this spell on, as a level 1 spell. Charisma is your spelling ability for this spell. Counter-food strikes starting at Level 7, when you aim damage, you can throw them to save the Constitution (DC 8+ Merit Bonus + Power or Dexterity Modifier). In failed storage, the target can only use one of the following actions to turn: dash, dodge, hide, help or non-commitment. The target can
take attack action, but only range to melee weapon attacks or weapon attacks. The effect lasts until the end of its next turn. You may use this feature once, you won't be able to do so until you complete a short or long break. You gain more use of this feature in level 13 (2) and level 17 (3). Unequal intensity when you reach level 10, when you either trade your dragon damage of the
kind associated with your dragon or with your fuel of the killer feature, this damage ignores resistance and treats safety as resistance. When you reach level 18, you also ignore the safety to this type of damage. Legendary interference starting at the 15th level, when an existing one comes within 30 feet of you using a legendary act or your resistance to effect, you may use a
reaction to its cancellation. After using this ability you may use it again until the end of a short or long break. Dragon Blade starting at level 18, you can channel the elemental power of your dragon to your strikes. While you are inside 30 feet of your dragon, once in each of your turns, your weapon attacks deal additional damage equal to 3d4, the type of damage associated with
your dragon. Based on dragon legend game Dragon, Dragon commands the power of a dragon and focuses on the ancient spelling abilities of dragons. Dragoons are typically granted the power of dragons or dragon power if it knows they deserve to rule over dragons. The art of war starting in level 3, you gain training in two techniques, which can be used with special weapons
Once in each of your turns, you can gain one of the following advantages, depending on the technique chosen: dance crushes (maces and hammers): When you hit an attack with a weapon, you may take a secondary attack with a weak spot against the same target with the same weapon. You will add your modifier to the damage of this attack. Cross Slash (Sword and Axe):
When you hit an creature with an attack, you can take a second attack against another creature within 5 feet of you. You suffer -5 penalties to attack it, and you change your ability to add to this attack. Spinning Now (staff and polearms): You can make additional attacks when you're using attack action. You will add your modifier to this attack or roll damage, and you must move at
least 5 feet between each attack. Pining Shot (Range Weapons): When you take attack action, you can choose to suffer -5 of the penalties to roll the attack. In success, the goal should be to throw a saving against DC from your 8+ takar bonus + your power changer. In failed savings, you pin the target to the floor or nearby level, become harnessed, needing it to spend your action
free to itself. Flurry of Styx (unarmed strikes): When you make an unarmed strike while taking the Attack action, you can make an extra unarmed strike (no action required). If both attacks are successful, you push the target 10 feet away from you. Bone crusher (double arms): When you score maximum damage on an injury roll or a critical blow roll, you add 1d6 to damage your
weapon and hit your target. The damage is added after a critical blow. Dragon Magic when you reach Level 7, you can access ancestral dragon magic based on your dragon type. Once you are within 30 feet of your dragon, you may use the action to use your dragon magic. When you use this feature, you won't be able to do it again until you complete the long break. Save Your
DC = 8+ Bonus Your Tefar + Your Charisma Modifier. Flame Shot (Red, Brass and Gold): You rotate the fire into the focused ball and then it's on the line 5 feet wide and 120 feet long, you trade 4d6+ charisma-changing fire damage to all the creatures on the line, and an additional 2d6 force damage to the first goal. A successful throw save on Dexterity reduces the damage by
half. Stellar drain (shadow): shadow surrounds your weapon; You then attack (you may throw a weapon without possessions thrown at the 20/60 launch range), and if your attack attaches the target takes damage as normal, then takes 3d6+ charisma-modifier nephrotic damage, and you re-hit a number of points equal to nephrotic damage. Moonlight (Platinum): The moonlight
shines directly on you and radiates with a radius of 30 feet (it should be in a dark area or at night to use it). Any creature you choose to reclaim 3d8+ change your charisma hit points, and if any ghosts are in the moonlight, they will have 2d8 radiant damage. Thunder of God (Blue and Bronze): You Shine with lightning energy as lightning will come from you several times. Your
motion speed doubles, and you can attack 3 melee. You trade an extra 1d6+ lightning damage to your charisma modifier, and your movement does not provoke opportunity attacks. Diamond dust (white and silver): The air of the area is freed and extinguishes all the flames. Ice makes up around you and you throw a cold wave: every creature within a 30-foot radius of you makes
the Constitution save throws. In failed saves, they will harness their 4d6+ charisma-changing cool damage and until the start of their next turn. In a successful one, they are half hurt and not restrained. Breath rainbows (black, green and copper): You breathe deeply, and then exhale in a 60-foot cone: any creature in the cone must throw saving dexterity or make 4d6+ damage to
your charisma modifier acid failed in saving, or half that damage is successful in one. Any goal that throws a save would then have a constitutional throw-saving or 2d4 poison damage and become poisoned for 1 minute in the failed save. A poisoned target can do another check at the end of its turn to end the effect. In a success, the targets are half damaged and not poisoned.
Armor in level 10, you may spend 8 hours injecting your armor with ancient dragon magic. While you wear this armor, you become immune to the effects of poison and fear, and cannot be staggered. You can only have a mestuable armor at times. If you enclose another one, it loses the originality of this property. Other creatures that wear armor are not affected. Dragon Channel
may start at level 15, as an action, you can channel the power of your dragon through your body. For 1 minute, your attacks deal additional damage equal to your charisma modifier. You can use this feature several times equal to the charisma modifier (at least once), and regain these uses after completing a long break. When you reach level 18, Dragon's call may use one of your
dragon magic spells, original and minor traits, several times equal to your charisma modifier. After a short or long break, you take advantage of the terminals. Creating your dragon this section would look at the main feature of this class: the dragon companion. Your dragon is the second character you play, and thus gives him traits and attributes that can make him unique. Dragon
State Block is presented to hit dragons in the following sttat blocks, featuring general aspects of the Dragon Companion. Dragon Type is the first step in creating your dragon companion choosing its type. You have to choose between metal and ceromatic. Then decide between one of the following elemental associations. Dragon Grow Companion Dragon you have this special
class, called Dragon Class. Whenever you gain levels in dragon knight class, your dragon also gain levels in its Dragon Class. You Evolves thanks to the adventures you live together and train you to pass him through. Whenever your dragon achieves the level, and it achieves a death statistic, which is d8, that increases your maximum impact point accordingly. To determine the
amount of increase, roll the Die kick and add its constitutional amendment. Your dragon achieves at least 1 hit point per level. Your Dragon Companion has a takar bonus set by your level in the Dragon class, as shown in the class table. When the Dragon Bulge Bonus increases 1, add 1 to change the kick of all attacks on its stat block, and increase the DCs in your stat block by 1.
Your dragon companion has gained skill in two skills of your choice. It also comes with a savings throw from the following: Dexterity or the Constitution. Your dragon can wear any armor you wear with Thesbur, but it should be designed specifically for it. An armor designed for a dragon costs four times the normal price, but features the same as normal equipment. Whenever
Dragon gains the ability to score improved class attributes, adjust anything on your stat block that relies on that ability changer, which you increase with the feature. Breath weapon starting at level 3, your dragon will learn how to use your body to generate breath attack. After using the breath weapon, at the start of each of your turns, roll 1d12. At 12, the weapon will charge breath
and the dragon can use it again. After recharging the breath weapon, you won't be charging it again until you complete a short or long break. Charging gets faster as your dragon ages. When you die using your charge, your death count increases. When you finally charge the breath weapon in the d12, you can use it again until you finish the long break. For example, if your charge
dies is d10, when you roll 10, the dragon's breath weapon recharges and death turns into d12. When charging dies d12 gets, if your roll is 12, you can use the charge to die until you complete a long break. Shape a breath weapon or cone or a 5-foot wide line, depending on the dragon type, and increases in size as you gain levels in this class, as shown in the Dragon Table. Traits
start at level 3, your dragon learns traits, which can be used to enhance your abilities in some way. Minor and major traits are described in the sub-section. Dragon Rock Dragon companion by Klaher Baklaher Small Dragon Armor Class 13 hit 6 points (1d8+ constitutional changes in each level of dragon knights) speed of 30 feet. STR 12 (+1) DEX 10 (+0) CON 12 (+1) INT 9 (-1)
WIS 10 (+0) CHA 11 (+0) Saving Throws Strength and chose one between Wisdom and Constitution. The skills chose two skills. Dragon safety damage is immune to the type of damage associated with it. Passive perception sense of 10 dracone languages to umbilty. The following numbers increase 1 when your skill bonus increases 1: Dragon Skill, Save Bonuses and bonuses to
hit. Telepathy. Dragons can communicate with your knight remotely, up to a range of 100 feet. Third, the growth of dragons shrinks the size of dragons. Dragon Power and Constitution Boost 2. Increase its AC in 1. You can choose a minor adjective and a large adjective. Breathtaking weapon charging with 12 in d12. 5. Medium Dragon. The size of the dragon gets average. Dragon
Power and Constitution Boost 2. Increase its AC in 1. You can choose a minor adjective and a large adjective. Breathing weapon +20 ft (line) or +15 ft (cone). Breathtaking weapon charging with 10 in d10. 11. The Great Dragon. The size of the dragon grows large. Dragon Power and Constitution Boost 2. Increase its AC in 1. You can choose a minor adjective and a large adjective.
Breathing weapon +20 ft (line) or +15 ft (cone). Breathtaking weapon charging with 8 in d8. 17. The Great Dragon. The size of the dragon grows large. Dragon Power and Constitution Boost 2. Increase its AC in 1. You can choose a minor adjective and a large adjective. Breathing weapon +20 ft (line) or +15 ft (cone). Breathe weapon charging with 6 in d6. Actions (requiring your
command) dragon attacks. Dragons are able to perform actions based on your commands. Use dragon knight power bonuses and dragon power change: bite. Reach 5ft., a goal you can see. Stats: 1d4+ Dragon Power Change. Damage increases death, becoming 1d6 in level 3, 1d8 at level 5, 1d10 in 11th and 2d6th in level 17. Third, the breath weapon is 20 feet long, 5 feet wide
line or long cone or 15 feet long cone. Damage failed 4d6 in the save. Damage increases at level 5 (6d6), level 11 (8d6) and level 17 (10d6). 7. Claws. Reach 5ft., two targets within 5 feet, each attack against a different target. Stats: 1d4+ Dragon Power Change. Damage rises, becoming 1d6th in 11th and 1d8th in level 17. 13. Tail. Reach 10ft., 1d8+ dragon power bludgeoning
damage modifier. Damage rises, becoming 1d10 at level 17. Blue attributes are traits obtained by your dragon. Minor attributes when your dragon gained access to a minor trait may choose one of the following. If an adjective needs a pre-requirement, the dragon can choose the adjective at the same time that meets its requirement. Arcane Prowess will gain your dragon the ability
to cast prestidigitation. Charisma is its spelling ability. Echoes of dragon sound can be chosen to entlow your voice and be heard up to a mile away. Your dragon skill may choose 1 skill from your choice to gain skills in. You can select this adjective several times. Learn your dragon language a new language, you may choose this adjective many times. Dragon Dracone vision gains
darkvision, up to a range of 60 feet. Need for Dracone Sense: Dragon Dracone Vision gains blindsight to 10 feet. Your dragon amphibias can breathe in the water. Ice Walking Dragon can move across and Icy surfaces without having to check the ability. In addition, difficult terrain composed of ice or snow does not cost extra movement. Fast speed increases your dragon's walking
by 10 feet, you may choose this trait many times. Your dragon swimmer achieves swimming speed equal to walking speed. Flight requirements: Level 5 your dragon gain the ability to fly at speed equal to your speed of movement. The dragon must end its turn on the ground, or it will fall. Burrow Dragon itself achieves burrow speed equals its walking speed. Resistant to choose
attractive, tired, creepy, or paralyzed, your dragon gains an advantage in check to withstand that situation. You can select this adjective several times. Magic Claws Need: Level 5 is considered your magical dragon attacks in order to overcome resistance and immunity to non-magic damage. Major traits when your dragon gained access to a major trait may choose one of the
following. Safety Requirements: Resistant adjectives you obtain safety in one condition you have chosen to benefit from resistant adjectives. You can select this adjective several times. The dragon masterpiece itself achieves the feat it qualifies for. Save your dragon achieved in one of the following save throws: intelligence or charisma. Custer's pre-requirement: Level 3, the
arcane Prowess adjectives of your dragon learn a spell from the Wizard spell list. The spell must be a Level 1 spell, and charisma is the spellcasting ability for your dragon. Gain your dragon two slots spell level 1. Dragons use their talisman slots after completing a long break again. Spell slots increase in level, become a 2 level spell slot in level 7, slot spell level 3 in 11th level and
spell slot level 4 in level 17. You can select this adjective several times. Every time you choose this trait you can cast your new Dragon Spell has chosen spell slots, but it doesn't gain access to new spell slots. Change shape requirements: Level 5 as an action, dragons can magically become a humanoid or beast that cr above your 1/4 knight level, remaining in this new form for a
number of hours equals half the dragon knight level (rounded down). It remains in this form until it is reduced to 0 hit points or until it changes to your Dragons form, as a bonus act. If the transformation ends as a result of being reduced to 0 impact points, the damage too carries over to normal form. Any equipment worn or shipped is absorbed or transmitted by the new form
(dragon selection). In new form, the Dragon maintains its alignment, retaining hit points, dice beats, ability to speak, professions, resistance, and intelligence, wisdom, and charisma scores as well as the practice. Its statistics and capabilities would otherwise be replaced by new form statistics, except for any class characteristics or mythical acts of that form. It can use this trait once,
and regain the ability to do it again after a long break. Improved flight Flying trait, dragon level 11 gain flight speed equals twice your speed of movement. Hypnotic speech pre-requirement: Level 3 as an act, your dragon can speak to a non-hostile being, trying to hypnotise it. The goal makes the wisdom of saving throws against DC equals 8+ axes + dragon charisma rewards. In a
failed save, the goal by the Dragons becomes attractive for 24 hours, then becomes immune from this effect for 24 hours after it ends. If the inventory manages to throw its savings, they will not become attractive and become immune for 24 hours. Dragon has a use of this adjective, and re-uses this trait after completing a long break. Spin tail requirements: Level 13 attacking the
broom tail around the dragon in a circle. All creatures within a 10-foot radius must make savings (DC 8+ Dragon Takeover Bonus + Dragon Power Dexterity Modifier) or bludgeoning damage equals dragon tail damage. Special Breath Attacks Pre-Requirements: Level 3 Some dragon specialized breath attacks, these attacks do not counter damage, but cause different effects,
these effects only keep on saving failed. The effects that last for a period of time last for 1 minute. Sleep: All creatures on the weapon area of the breath will be unconscious until the end of their next turn. This work ends if the creature is damaged or the creature uses an action to wake it up. Repulsive: All creatures in the weapon area are breathlessly driven away from dragons, to



the edge of the weapon area breathing out of effect, and ran prone. Slow down: Not all creatures on the area of the breath weapon can use reactions, have halved their speed and cannot carry out more than one attack in turn. In addition, the creature can either use an act or a reward act in turn, but not both. The effect lasts until the end of the next goal turn. Sagging: All creatures
in the weapon area breathe a weak point in power based on attack rolls, power checks, and power save throws until the end of your next turn. Crippling: All creatures on the weapon area of the breath are paralyzed by the end of their next turn. multiclass . To qualify for a few categories to the Dragon Knight class, you must meet these requirements: Power or Dexterity 13, and
Charisma 13. Career. When you take a few classes to class dragon knights, you gain the following profession: all armor and shields. Back to home → home → Homebrew classes
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